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Embryology
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ABSTRACT

STUDY QUESTION: Is spontaneous collapse (SC) by human blastocysts a prognostic factor in IVF treatment?

SUMMARY ANSWER: SC in human blastocyst is associated with reduced euploid embryo and pregnancy rates.

WHAT IS KNOWN ALREADY: SC of the human blastocyst is a phenomenon that was revealed relatively recently following the
clinical application of time-lapse monitoring in IVF laboratories. The ploidy and clinical prognosis of affected blastocysts are
still poorly understood, with inconsistent reports. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses on this topic are currently absent in the
literature but its potential as a marker of embryo viability holds great clinical value. In this study, we aimed to comprehensively
evaluate the potential of SC as a prognostic factor in regard to ploidy status, and pregnancy, live birth and miscarriage rates.

STUDY DESIGN, SIZE, DURATION: A systematic review and meta-analysis were performed according to PRISMA guidelines, with a
protocol registered with PROSPERO (CRD42022373749). A search of MEDLINE, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Library for relevant studies
was carried out on 10 October 2022, using key words relevant to ‘blastocyst collapse’ and ‘time-lapse imaging’.

PARTICIPANTS/MATERIALS, SETTING, METHODS: Two independent reviewers systematically screened and evaluated each study
in terms of participants, exposure, comparator, and outcomes (PECO). The Quality In Prognosis Studies tool was used for quality as-
sessment. Data were extracted according to Cochrane methods. Pregnancy, live birth, ploidy, or miscarriage data were summarized
by risk ratios (RRs) or odds ratios and their 95% CIs. All meta-analyses were performed with random-effects models.

MAIN RESULTS AND THE ROLE OF CHANCE: Following removal of duplicates, a total of 196 records were identified by the initial
search. After screening according to PECO, 19 articles were included for further eligibility assessment. For meta-analysis, seven
retrospective cohort studies were eventually included. After data pooling, the incidence of blastocyst SC was 37.0% (2516/6801)
among seven studies (ranging from 17.4% to 56.2%). SC was associated with significantly lower clinical pregnancy rates (two studies,
n¼ 736; RR¼ 0.77, 95% CI¼ 0.62–0.95; I2 ¼ 30%), ongoing pregnancy rates (five studies, n¼ 2503; RR¼ 0.66, 95% CI¼ 0.53–0.83; I2 ¼ 60%),
and reduced euploidy rates (three studies, n¼ 3569; RR¼ 0.70, 95% CI¼ 0.59–0.83; I2 ¼ 69%). Nevertheless, live birth rates (two studies,
n¼ 816; RR¼ 0.76, 95% CI¼ 0.55–1.04; I2 ¼ 56%) and miscarriage rate (four studies, n¼ 1358; RR¼ 1.31, 95% CI¼ 0.95–1.80; I2 ¼ 0%) did
not differ between blastocysts with or without SC. There was, however, significant heterogeneity between the studies included for
evaluation of ongoing pregnancy rates (I2 ¼ 60%, P¼ 0.04), live birth rates (I2 ¼ 56%, P¼ 0.13), and ploidy rates (I2 ¼ 69%, P¼ 0.04).
Subgroup analyses were conducted according to different definitions of SC, number of collapse events, and whether the transferred
blastocyst had undergone preimplantation genetic testing for aneuploidy; with inconclusive findings across subgroups.

LIMITATIONS, REASONS FOR CAUTION: All studies in the meta-analysis were retrospective with varying levels of heterogeneity for
different outcomes. Not all studies had accounted for potential confounding factors, therefore only unadjusted data could be used in
the main meta-analysis. Studies employed slightly different strategies when defining blastocyst SC. Standardization in the definition
for SC is needed to improve comparability between future studies.

WIDER IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS: Our results indicate that blastocyst SC has negative implications for a pregnancy. Such
blastocysts should be given a low ranking when selecting from a cohort for intrauterine transfer. Blastocyst SC should be considered
as a contributing variable when building blastocyst algorithms to predict pregnancy or live birth.

STUDY FUNDING/COMPETING INTEREST(S): There is no external funding to report. All authors report no conflict of interest.

REGISTRATION NUMBER: PROSPERO 2022 CRD42022373749

Keywords: blastocyst / collapse / contract / meta-analysis / time-lapse / live birth / miscarriage / ploidy / expansion / shrinkage
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Introduction
ART has been clinically practiced worldwide over the past

40 years (Edwards and Steptoe, 1983). Successful treatment via

IVF with the least number of cycles depends on the selection of

the most viable embryo(s) from the cohort created. Extended cul-

ture to the blastocyst stage is an effective approach that has been

used in most ART laboratories (Gardner and Schoolcraft, 1999).

The original Gardner grading system was a three-point scoring

method including the degree of blastocoel expansion, and a grad-

ing of the inner cell mass and trophectoderm (Gardner and

Schoolcraft, 1999). Numerical ranking systems based on this sys-

tem and employing more complex mathematical models have

also been recently explored, aiming to optimize the accuracy of

selection using calculated weighting for each contributing factor

(Liu et al., 2022). Time-lapse microscopy (TLM) on human em-

bryos is being adopted by an increasing number of IVF clinics

globally (Meseguer et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2020b). TLM enables ob-

servation of human embryos at a high level of detail, without the

need to interrupt culture conditions, offering unique opportuni-

ties for embryologists to identify novel markers of embryo viabil-

ity (Liu et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016). These include qualitative time-

lapse markers, such as direct cleavage and reverse cleavage,

which would go undetected using conventional static micro-

scopic observations (Rubio et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014b). These

markers differ from the morphokinetic parameters which were

shown to be prone to inter-operator inconsistencies, and they are

thought to be less affected by inter-laboratory variations in the

embryo culture conditions (Liu et al., 2020a). Future artificial in-

telligence (AI) tools may hold the potential to further improve the

annotation process for such markers from both the workflow and

consistency perspectives.
Blastocyst spontaneous collapse (SC) is one of a number of re-

cently reported potential qualitative time-lapse markers of em-

bryo viability (Marcos et al., 2015). SC, alternatively known as

shrinkage or contraction, can occur in human blastocysts during

the expansion process up to Day 7, usually followed by re-

expansion. Considering the degree of shrinkage and time spent

re-expanding, different definitions for SC were reported (Bodri

et al., 2016; Gazzo et al., 2020; Cimadomo et al., 2022). However,

clinical evidence in the literature regarding the long-term progno-

sis following transfer of such SC blastocysts is limited, sometimes

with inconsistent conclusions (Marcos et al., 2015; Bodri et al.,

2016). Emerging studies have suggested that episodes of blasto-

cyst SC may also be used for blastocyst de-prioritization

(Cimadomo et al., 2022). However, its role in the subsequent

hatching process and the biological mechanism behind it remain

unclear (Sciorio and Meseguer, 2021). Furthermore, a systematic

review followed by meta-analysis with synthesized evidence is

still absent in literature. Therefore, in this study, we aimed to

comprehensively evaluate the potential of SC as a prognostic

factor with regard to ploidy status, pregnancy rate, live birth rate,

and miscarriage rate.

Materials and methods
We performed this systematic review and meta-analysis in accor-

dance with the standards of methodological logic described in

the Cochrane Handbook (Higgins et al., 2022) and reported in ac-

cordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic

Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) criteria (Page et al., 2021).

The protocol was registered with PROSPERO (CRD42022373749).

Search strategies
We searched PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane Library on 10

October 2022 using the keywords ‘blastocyst collapse’ (‘spontane-
ous collapse’ or ‘blastocyst contractions’ or ‘blastocyst shrinkage’
or ‘blastocyst expansion’ or ‘embryo kinetics’ or ‘embryonic com-

petence’) and ‘Time-Lapse Imaging’ (‘Time Lapse’ or ‘Time
Lapsed’), with no restrictions on date, language, document type,

or publication status. The detailed search strategy for each data-
base is presented in the Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Eligibility criteria and study selection
All controlled studies, either prospective or retrospective, includ-

ing randomized controlled trials and non-randomized controlled
studies (non-randomized trials and observational study design of

cohort, case-control types) fulfilling the following criteria were
included: women, regardless of age or number of previous
attempts, who were treated with IVF or ICSI and whose resulting

embryos were observed using TLM; the comparison was between
blastocysts displaying SC (single or multiple, definition used by
each of the included studies) during culture and those not show-

ing collapse; data available on any one outcome of interest, in-
cluding the primary outcomes pregnancy rate (where a clinical

pregnancy is defined as clinical evidence of gestational sac or foe-
tal heart beat under ultrasound, and ongoing pregnancy defined
as stated in each included study) and live birth rate, and second-

ary outcomes euploidy rate and miscarriage rate, as defined in
each included study.

Two reviewers (K.B. and F.Q.) screened the search results inde-

pendently. Once duplicate records had been removed and all
remaining references initially screened by title and abstract, full-
text reports deemed to meet the eligibility criteria were obtained

for further review followed by a final decision on inclusion. Any
disagreements were resolved by discussion between the two

reviewers, assisted by a third reviewer (Y.L.) if necessary.

Data extraction and quality assessment
Two reviewers (K.B. and F.Q.) independently extracted quantita-
tive and qualitative information on participants, comparisons,

and outcomes, using a standardized data collection Excel
(MicrosoftVR ExcelVR , Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA)

form. Any disagreements were resolved by discussion between
the two reviewers, assisted by a third reviewer (Y.L.) if necessary.
We used the Quality In Prognosis Studies tool to assess the

quality of non-randomized controlled studies, including study
participation, study attrition, prognostic factor measurement,
outcome measurement, study confounding, statistical analysis,

and reporting (Hayden et al., 2013).

Data analysis
All dichotomous outcomes were summarized by risk ratios (RRs)

and their 95% CIs. We conducted all meta-analyses with
random-effects models using RevMan 5.4 software. Subgroup

analysis was performed where possible according to whether or
not blastocysts had undergone preimplantation genetic testing
for aneuploidy (PGT-A). In addition, we also synthesized data for

the primary outcomes using fixed-effect models to test the ro-
bustness of results. We fully discussed the clinical and methodo-
logical heterogeneity to ensure the homogeneity of included

studies before meta-analysis. An I2 > 50% coupled with the signif-
icance of v2 test (P< 0.1) was considered substantial level of sta-

tistical heterogeneity, with possible sources of the heterogeneity
investigated. Subgroup analyses according to female age or
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insemination method were not performed as planned owing to
insufficient data.

Results
Study selection
The initial search resulted in 259 records through all databases,
and after removal of duplicates 196 unique records remained to
be screened. Following inspection of titles and abstracts, we ex-
cluded 177 records. The remaining 19 records were read in full,
with 12 records subsequently excluded for different reasons, as
specified in Fig. 1. For example, Esbert et al. (2017) exclusively fo-
cused on the contribution of assisted hatching to the frequency
of SC, and Gilboa et al. (2021) evaluated weak contractions or
‘pumping’ instead of significant SC. Finally, seven studies
(Marcos et al., 2015; Bodri et al., 2016; Vi~nals Gonzalez et al., 2018;
Gazzo et al., 2020; Sciorio et al., 2020a,b; Cimadomo et al., 2022)
were included in this systematic review and meta-analysis.

Study characteristics and quality assessment
All included studies were retrospective cohort studies with
women from Italy, Japan, Mexico, Spain, the UK, and the USA.

Women’s mean age ranged from 30.4 (Gazzo et al., 2020) to
38.8 years (Cimadomo et al., 2022). Sample size varied from 277
(Bodri et al., 2016) to 2348 (Cimadomo et al., 2022). The definition
of blastocyst SC, as where �50% of the trophectoderm surface
was separated from the zona pellucida, was consistent amongst
five studies (Marcos et al., 2015; Bodri et al., 2016; Vi~nals Gonzalez
et al., 2018; Sciorio et al., 2020a,b). However, different cut-off val-
ues were used in the other two studies (Gazzo et al., 2020;
Cimadomo et al., 2022) (Table 1). After data pooling, the incidence
of blastocyst SC was 37.0% among the seven included studies,
ranging from 17.4% (Sciorio et al., 2020b) to 56.2% (Vi~nals
Gonzalez et al., 2018). Assisted hatching was used in two studies
(Vi~nals Gonzalez et al., 2018; Gazzo et al., 2020), while one other
study involved vitrified-warmed oocytes (Marcos et al., 2015). No
additional intervention was reported in the other three studies
(Bodri et al., 2016; Sciorio et al., 2020a,b). Study characteristics are
detailed in Table 1.

The risk of bias for each study was moderate
overall (Supplementary Table S1). Owing to the retrospective na-
ture of all included studies, confounders may not always be ad-
justed for when analysing the outcomes of interest, as listed
earlier.

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram of the identification of studies for a systematic review of human blastocyst spontaneous collapse. PRISMA: Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.
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Table 1. Characteristics of studies included in a systematic review of human blastocyst spontaneous collapse.

Study ID Country

Mean age of
population

(years)
Insemination

method

Total number
of embryos

included
Incidence of

collapse Definition of collapse Additional interventions Outcomes reported

Bodri et al. (2016) Japan 38.4 IVF or ICSI 277 45.8%
(127/277)

>50% of the surface of the TE
was separated from the ZP

None Live birth rate per SET

Cimadomo et al.
(2022)

Italy 38.8 ICSI 2348 49.7%
(1168/2348)

A continuous reduction of the ZP
area occurs after tSB, the
process lasts <10 h and the
embryo: ZP ratio (area of the
collapsed embryo/area of the
ZP) at the end of the process is
�90%.

PGT-A Euploidy;
Live birth rate per vitrified-

warmed euploid SET;
Miscarriage among eu-

ploid blastocysts

Gazzo et al. (2020) Mexico
USA

30.4 IVF 912 28.2%
(257/912)

�20% of the surface of the TE
was separated from the ZP.

Day 4 assisted hatching
and PGT-A

Euploidy;
Ongoing pregnancy among

euploid blastocysts
Marcos et al. (2015) Spain 38.1 IVF or ICSI 715 19.4%

(139/715)
�50% of the surface of the TE

was separated from the ZP.
Oocyte vitrification and

warming
Clinical pregnancy;
Ongoing pregnancy;
Miscarriage

Sciorio et al. (2020a) Spain
UK

NR IVF or ICSI 1297 19.9%
(259/1297)

A blastocyst volume reduction
�50%

None Ongoing pregnancy;

Sciorio et al. (2020b) UK 32.7 IVF or ICSI 356 17.4%
(62/356)

A blastocyst volume reduction
�50%

None Ongoing pregnancy;
Miscarriage

Vi~nals Gonzalez
et al. (2018)

UK 38.1 ICSI or IMSI 896 56.2%
(504/896)

�50% of the surface of the TE
was separated from the ZP

Day 3 assisted hatching
and PGT-A

Euploidy;
Clinical and ongoing preg-

nancy among euploid
blastocysts;

Miscarriage among eu-
ploid blastocysts

IMSI: intracytoplasmic morphologically selected sperm injection; NR: not reported; PGT-A: preimplantation genetic testing for aneuploidy; SET: single embryo transfer; TE: trophectoderm; tSB: time of initiation of blastulation;
ZP: zona pellucida.
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Meta-analyses for all outcomes
Pregnancy rate
Five included studies (Marcos et al., 2015; Vi~nals Gonzalez et al.,

2018; Gazzo et al., 2020; Sciorio et al., 2020a,b) reported ongoing preg-

nancy rates, of which two studies (Marcos et al., 2015; Vi~nals

Gonzalez et al., 2018) also reported clinical pregnancy rates. Results

indicated that transfer of blastocysts with at least one SC led to sig-

nificantly lower ongoing pregnancy rates than embryos without SC

(five studies, n¼ 2503; RR¼ 0.66 (0.53, 0.83)95% CI; I2 ¼ 60%; Fig. 2).

Considering the substantial heterogeneity identified, we further ex-

plored potential contributors by conducting subgroup analysis

based on whether the blastocyst had undergone PGT-A. Subgroup

analysis showed that both euploid (two studies, n¼ 590 RR¼ 0.47

(0.25, 0.87)95% CI; I2 ¼ 74%) and untested blastocysts (three studies,

n¼ 1913; RR¼ 0.75 (0.66, 0.86)95% CI; I2 ¼ 0%) had reduced ongoing

pregnancy rates when displaying at least one SC in reference to

those without (Fig. 2). Similarly, clinical pregnancy rate was also

lower for SC blastocysts than their non-collapsing counterparts

(two studies, n¼ 736; RR¼ 0.77 (0.62, 0.95)95% CI; I2 ¼ 30%; Fig. 3).

The level of heterogeneity for clinical pregnancy rate analysis was

considered acceptable, with subgroup analysis implying a similar

trend among euploid blastocysts (one study, n¼ 234; RR¼ 0.68

(0.51, 0.90)95% CI) and untested blastocysts (one study, n¼ 502;

RR¼ 0.84 (0.68, 1.04)95% CI) (Fig. 3). Following sensitivity analyses

(random-effects model versus fixed-effect model), the conclusions

appeared to be consistent (Supplementary Figs S1 and S2).
Within the five included studies, only Sciorio et al. (2020a)

reported results using a multiple regression model, indicating a

significant effect of SC on ongoing pregnancy rates (Table 2).

Live birth rate
Two included studies (Bodri et al., 2016; Cimadomo et al., 2022)

reported live birth rates. Blastocysts with at least one SC resulted

in lower live birth rates than those showing no SC (two studies,

n¼ 816; RR¼ 0.76 (0.55, 1.04)95% CI; I2 ¼ 56%; Fig. 4). Following sen-

sitivity analyses, narrower CIs were obtained by using fixed-

effects model (two studies, n¼ 816; RR¼ 0.78 (0.65, 0.94)95% CI; I2

¼ 56%; Supplementary Fig. S3). Considering the substantial het-
erogeneity identified, we further explored potential contributors

and conducted subgroup analysis according to the use of PGT-A.

Euploid blastocysts with at least one SC led to lower live birth

rate than those without (Cimadomo et al., 2022), although the dif-

ference was not statistically significant (one study, n¼ 539;

RR¼ 0.86 (0.70, 1.05)95% CI; Fig. 4). However, untested blastocysts

with at least one SC resulted in a significantly reduced live birth

rate than those without (Bodri et al., 2016) (one study, n¼ 277;

RR¼ 0.61 (0.41, 0.90)95% CI; Fig. 4).
Both studies (Bodri et al., 2016; Cimadomo et al., 2022) also sep-

arated single and multiple SCs versus no SC. Meta-analysis did

not detect a significant difference in live birth rates comparing

blastocysts with single SC to those without SC (two studies,

n¼ 677; RR¼ 0.94 (0.77, 1.14)95% CI; I2 ¼ 0%; Supplementary Fig.

S4); but did detect a significantly decreased live birth rate com-

paring blastocysts with multiple SCs to those without (two stud-

ies, n¼ 610; RR¼ 0.53 (0.31, 0.92)95% CI; I2 ¼ 55%; Supplementary

Fig. S5) Following multiple regression analysis, Bodri et al. (2016)

reported no clear associations between number of blastocyst SC

events and live birth after adjusting potential confounding fac-

tors (Table 2). In addition, Cimadomo et al. (2022) reported no

Figure 2. Association of spontaneous collapse of human blastocysts with ongoing pregnancy rates. Subgroup analyses for blastocysts that
underwent preimplantation genetic testing (PGT) for aneuploidy or untested blastocysts were performed.

Figure 3. Association of clinical pregnancy rates with spontaneous collapse of human blastocysts. Subgroup analyses for blastocysts that underwent
preimplantation genetic testing (PGT) for aneuploidy or untested blastocysts were performed.
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association between the proportion of SC blastocysts (either via-

ble or subsequently degenerating) and cumulative live birth rates

per egg collection (Table 2).

Euploidy rates
Three included studies (Vi~nals Gonzalez et al., 2018; Gazzo et al.,

2020; Cimadomo et al., 2022) reported euploidy rates. Meta-

analysis indicated that blastocysts with at least one SC had lower

euploidy rates than those without (three studies, n¼ 3569;

RR¼ 0.70 (0.59, 0.83)95% CI; I2 ¼ 69%; Fig. 5). All included studies

indicated the same trend, although no clear sources of the het-

erogeneity were identified.
Cimadomo et al. (2022) also separately assessed blastocysts

with single and multiple SCs in reference to those without, where

both single (one study, n¼ 1565; RR¼ 0.81 (0.71, 0.92)95% CI) and

multiple SCs (one study, n¼ 1403; RR¼ 0.63 (0.53, 0.75)95% CI)

were associated with lower euploidy rates (Supplementary Figs

S6 and S7). Using a multiple regression model, the same group

also established a correlation between SC occasions and euploidy

(Table 2).

Miscarriage rate
Four included studies (Marcos et al., 2015; Vi~nals Gonzalez et al.,

2018; Sciorio et al., 2020b; Cimadomo et al., 2022) reported miscar-

riage rates. Pooled analysis indicated that transfer of blastocysts

with at least one SC resulted in higher miscarriage rates than

those without, albeit not statistically significant (four studies,

n¼ 1358; RR¼ 1.31 (0.95, 1.80)95% CI; I2 ¼ 0%; Fig. 6). The compari-

sons remained statistically insignificant after separating euploid

blastocysts (two studies, n¼ 500; RR¼ 1.33 (0.81, 2.17)95% CI;

I2 ¼ 0%) and untested blastocysts (two studies, n¼ 858; RR¼ 1.27

(0.76, 2.10)95% CI; I2 ¼ 27%) (Fig. 6).

Discussion
In this systematic review and meta-analysis, we investigated the

prognostic outcomes of blastocysts showing SC and managed to

include seven retrospective cohort studies. Outcomes of interest

included ploidy status, pregnancy rate, live birth rate, and mis-

carriage rates. However, not every included study had accounted

for potential confounding factors for these outcomes, therefore

we could only use unadjusted data in the main meta-analysis.

Table 2. Results from a multiple regression model assessing associations between the proportion of human blastocysts with
spontaneous collapse and outcomes.

Outcome Study ID Comparisons OR 95% CI P Adjusted factors

Ongoing
pregnancy
rates

Sciorio (2020a) At least one blastocyst
collapse versus no
blastocyst collapse

0.5 0.36 to 0.7 <0.001 Type of cycle; age; blas-
tocyst morphology;
clinic centre; fertili-
zation method

Live birth rates Bodri (2016) Single blastocyst
collapse versus no
blastocyst collapse

1.87 0.8 to 4.4 0.148 Eight TLM variables
and eight patient
related and cycle-
related confounders

Bodri (2016) Multiple blastocyst
collapse versus no
blastocyst collapse

0.86 0.26 to 2.74 0.803 Eight TLM variables
and eight patient
related and cycle-
related confounders

Cumulative live
birth rates

Cimadomo (2022) Rate of collapsing
embryos (either
viable or subse-
quently degenerat-
ing) per cycle

0.91 0.55 to 1.5 0.7 Maternal age and
number of MII
oocytes

Euploid embryo
rates

Cimadomo (2022) At least one blastocyst
collapse versus no
blastocyst collapse

0.78 0.62 to 0.98 0.03 Oocyte age; blastocyst
quality; t-biopsy;
blastocyst area at
t-biopsy

MII: metaphase II; OR: odds ratio; t: time; TLM: time-lapse microscopy.

Figure 4. Association of spontaneous collapse of human blastocysts with live birth rates. Subgroup analyses for blastocysts that underwent
preimplantation genetic testing (PGT) for aneuploidy or untested blastocysts were performed.
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While the seven studies included a diverse population with het-
erogeneous clinical settings, SC definitions, annotation strategies,
and geographic locations (Table 1), there were no clear definitions
of what determines an ongoing pregnancy or miscarriage; there-
fore, it was assumed that each group of authors based their defi-
nitions on consensus. It should also be noted that assisted
hatching performed in two of the included studies (Vi~nals
Gonzalez et al., 2018; Gazzo et al., 2020) may present as a source of
variability in our analysis. Further, the reviewing process in this
meta-analysis was not free from bias, involving subjective deci-
sions including selection criteria, data extraction, and statistical
analysis. Nevertheless, with pooled data from seven studies, we
highlighted a 37.0% (n¼ 6801) incidence rate of blastocyst SC,
ranging from 17.2% to 56.2% as reported by different groups. The
true incidence rate of SC could be higher because of the limited
observation time of blastocysts before the in vitro culture ended
for intrauterine transfer and cryopreservation (Liu et al., 2022).
Substantial evidence was identified by our meta-analysis rein-
forcing the adverse impact of blastocyst SC on the subsequent
prognosis, including reduced rates of euploidy, clinical preg-
nancy, and ongoing pregnancy; the differences in live birth and
miscarriage rates were, however, not statistically significant.
Despite the retrospective nature of all seven studies, our synthe-
sized data do hold clinical value to guide daily practice, pinpoint-
ing the value of blastocyst SC as a potential viability marker for
blastocyst deselection.

It is important to highlight that significant heterogeneity was
detected amongst studies while analysing most outcome end-
points. Subgroup evaluation was conducted to combat this, but
certain comparisons subsequently lost statistical significance
with the reduced sample size. Apart from the different blastocyst
populations (i.e. untested versus euploid), which was used as a
subgrouping criterion, other sources of heterogeneity could not
be included for subgrouping because the data were unavailable.
For example, firstly, patient cohorts were radically different be-
tween the Marcos et al. (2015) and Bodri et al. (2016) studies, with
more than half of the patient population in the former study

being young oocyte donors, whereas all patients involved in the
latter study were infertile with more advanced age. Secondly,
samples sizes varied significantly. Bodri et al. (2016) recorded 277
single blastocyst transfers, while Cimadomo et al. (2022) recorded
2348. Thirdly, Marcos et al. (2015), Sciorio et al. (2020a), and
Sciorio et al. (2020b) included fresh transfers only, while others in-
cluded blastocysts that had been previously vitrified and subse-
quently warmed. This may potentially involve embryo-
endometrial asynchrony as an extra confounder, especially when
Day 6 blastocysts were transferred in a frozen cycle (Tannus
et al., 2019). Furthermore, the definition of SC was not consistent.
Most studies defined SC as a volume reduction of �50%, while
Cimadomo et al. (2022) outlined that there had to be an uninter-
rupted reduction of the zona pellucida lasting for 10 h or less and
the final embryo:zona pellucida ratio equivalent to or <90%. In
addition, Gazzo et al. (2020) defined a collapse episode as a reduc-
tion in size of at least 20%. It is therefore acknowledged that such
inconsistent definitions of SC may impact data interpretation
when assessing its impact on the treatment outcomes. Future
studies employing a standardized definition of SC with more ro-
bust measurement tools, such as the one used in the Cimadomo
et al. (2022) study, are required to generate higher quality evi-
dence. It is also important to note the inevitable variation in the
duration of culture time between blastocysts. However, unfortu-
nately, such timing data was unavailable from the included stud-
ies to enable synthesized meta-analysis.

The blastocyst stage begins at 4–5 days post-fertilization in
humans (Biggers et al., 1977). This is when the sodium pumps in
the future trophectoderm cells start to pump sodium into the
centre of the embryo, so that the accumulating sodium osmoti-
cally draws in water to create a blastocoel cavity (Biggers et al.,
1977; Le Verge-Serandour and Turlier, 2021; Le Verge-Serandour
and Turlier, 2022). The growing blastocoel forces the zona pellu-
cida to thin, and the hatching process follows, which is manda-
tory for implantation to occur (Cohen et al., 1985; Gonzales et al.,
1996). To date, the molecular and metabolic mechanisms behind
blastocyst SC remain unclear. Togashi et al. (2015) proposed that

Figure 5. Association of euploidy rate with spontaneous collapse of human blastocysts.

Figure 6. Association of spontaneous collapse of human blastocysts with miscarriage rate. Subgroup analyses for blastocysts that underwent
preimplantation genetic testing (PGT) for aneuploidy or untested blastocysts were performed.
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a strong episode of blastocyst collapse could be caused by com-
promised trophectoderm cells, either by failing to avoid water
loss by maintenance of the functionality of sodium pump or the
integrity of the cell junction structure. As a significant amount of
energy is required for the re-expansion process to occur (Biggers
et al., 1977), SC may be associated with harm to the blastocyst
(Pike, 1981). This is also supported by other animal models
(Massip et al., 1982; Niimura, 2003), although Niimura (2003) be-
lieved a weak contraction (defined as <20% volume reduction)
may benefit the hatching process. Considering this, it would be
interesting to compare SC incidence in human blastocysts cul-
tured in different media, considering the varying energy ingre-
dients (Ciray et al., 2012). Clinical studies are also needed to
further explore the potential beneficial role of weak SC in blastu-
lation and subsequent implantation, considering the plastic na-
ture of human embryos (Coticchio et al., 2021). Longer-term
follow-up studies after transfer of SC blastocysts are necessary to
aid in understanding its contribution to the subsequent placental
complications, such as pre-eclampsia and intrauterine growth re-
striction, considering the potential association with a suboptimal
integrity of the trophectoderm epithelium.

Clinical evidence has uncovered the poor morphology of SC
blastocysts when a large shrinkage, longer recovery time and re-
peated occurrences are involved (Cimadomo et al., 2022).
Cimadomo et al. (2022) further reported the increased subsequent
degeneration rate in blastocysts showing SC compared to their
non-collapsing counterparts (21% versus 13%, respectively).
Cycle-based investigation, however, suggested SC was more an
expression of the intrinsic fitness of individual blastocysts rather
than relating to any patient factor (Cimadomo et al., 2022).
Therefore, caution ought to be taken when interpreting direct
comparisons in clinical outcomes between blastocysts with or
without SC, because those with SC are often deprioritized for
transfer and this carries intrinsic selection bias as these blasto-
cysts are more likely to have poorer morphology, longer culture
duration and originate from patients with more failed transfers.
Further research focusing on patient or cycle characteristics is re-
quired to confirm this. Based on an aneuploidy dataset, Vi~nals
Gonzalez et al. (2018) postulated that blastocyst SC may correlate
with aneuploidies with an extra chromosome 1, 6, or 19, which
carry blastulation-related genes such as Na/K-ATPase pumps
and adherens/gap/tight junctions. Our synthesized data also
demonstrated elevated adverse impact of multiple SCs on both
euploidy rate and live birth rate. Therefore, establishing whether
or not SC is purely caused by chromosome-associated changes
requires more evidence. Nevertheless, the number of SC events
could be used as an additional predictor of blastocyst prognosis,
pending further confirmation by well-designed studies with stan-
dardized methodology.

Indeed, in addition to different definitions of SC, blastocyst as-
sessment in general is well accepted to have intra- and inter-
operator inconsistency (Sunde, 2007; Storr et al., 2017). Future
studies on blastocyst SC with the assistance of AI tools may offer
better quality evidence supported by improved robustness in
methodology. Computerized measuring tools are now already
being increasingly used on human oocytes and embryos, with
demonstrable improved accuracy (Ciray et al., 2014; Liu et al.,
2014a; Orevich et al., 2022). Marcos et al. (2015) utilized the
Embryoviewer drawing tools to measure blastocyst collapse cal-
culating whether �50% of the surface of the trophectoderm had
separated from the zona pellucida. More recently, Cimadomo
et al., (2022) employed an AI algorithm for their analysis of
blastocyst SC, supposedly with further improved robustness in

annotation and reproducibility in measurement. Such methodol-

ogy would minimize bias arising from human factors, yielding a

higher quality dataset at greater speed. Compared to embryo-

selection algorithms that are based on black-box training using

purely raw images, such an approach combining automated em-

bryo annotation and interpretable (biologically meaningful)

parameters may help to address certain social and societal con-

cerns regarding black-box AI, as recently underlined by Afnan

et al. (2021).

Conclusion
This meta-analysis highlighted the link between blastocyst SC

and the subsequent poor prognostic outcomes seen in ploidy

rates and pregnancy rates. Evidence suggests the potential of SC

as a marker of blastocyst viability, although further studies based

on a standardized definition of SC, computer assisted robust

measuring methodology and increased sample size are required

to draw solid conclusions on this topic.
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